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Kent County RFU Game Development Committee

Working on Member Clubs’ Behalf
David
Clent

Following the article which appeared on the front
page of the June 2017 edition of In Touch which
looked at the structure of the County Committees,
we said that this page would be dedicated, in the
February 2018 edition, to explaining the role and
activities of our Game Development Committee.

One of the two major operational groups within the
County set-up, this Committee does what it says on
the packet and organises and delivers on all aspects
of playing the game itself. Chaired by David Clent (Old
Elthamians RFC) for the past two seasons, it drives
the game in all its variations on the pitch and from a
coaching and officiating point of view.
The key areas of activity are:
1. COACHING AND REFEREEING. Chair, Dan Phimister:
coaching-refereeing@kent-rugby.org (Aylesford Bulls RFC)
This Sub Committee looks to encourage and train new
and existing volunteer coaches on the playing side
of the game to get involved in coaching at club level,
to feed into the RFU coaching awards system and to
encourage coaches to operate beyond club level with
the County, London and South East and nationally.
In addition, it has a role to encourage volunteers to
take up refereeing within their clubs and to provide
further coaching and training to enhance referee skills
and experience whether they go on to Kent Society of
referees or not. KCRFU has an annual budget to fund
this type of training for volunteers.
2. PLAYER DEVELOPMENT (DPP), CLUB KENT AND
REPRESENTATIVE COUNTY RUGBY. Chair, Neil Wiltshire:
club-kent@kent-rugby.org (Aylesford Bulls RFC)
This Group oversees all aspects of Player Development
at County and Saracens Academy level organising
trials at Age Group level, co-ordinated training with
Saracens within Kent and within Hertfordshire at the
Allianz. It has responsibility for organising the selection
of representative Age- group sides from U 13 –U18 and
for the selection of the U 20’s who play in the RFU u20’S
National Cup Competition. In addition, it is responsible
through the County Director of Representative Rugby
Taff Gwilliam, for the County Senior team which
currently plays in Division 1 South of the Bill Beaumont
Cup. Development Tours- the last two to New Zealand
and Argentina respectively have helped the County to
play at this top level.
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3. YOUTH RUGBY DEVELOPMENT. U13-U18
COMPETITIONS AND MINI RUGBY. Chair, Position Vacant:
youth-rugby@kent-rugby.org
This Group has responsibility for ensuring the County operates
the RFU Age-Grade rules at its Tournaments organised under
its name from U7’s to U16’s. The County is keen to support
the running of effective and compliant age – grade rugby
which follows these rules It organises the venues and draws for
these competitions as well as the refereeing and tournament
management. It also oversees Rugby development for players,
coaches, and referees at these age groups, and organises
league competition for players at U 17 and 18 level.
4. WOMEN AND GIRLS RUGBY. Chair, Marc Smith:
women-girls-rugby@kent-rugby.org (Tunbridge Wells RFC)
This group works to strengthen and grow the Women &
Girls game by assisting clubs in providing additional playing
opportunities through cup competitions, 7’s tournaments
and festivals. They also provide funding opportunities, along
with the Kent County Coaching Chair, to develop higher level
coaches into the Women & Girls game. It also has responsibility
for organising the selection of U15 & U18 representative sides
as well as a Women’s representative side. Kent U15 girls have
been hugely successful dominating the county competition for
a number of years.
5. EDUCATION (LIAISON WITH AND ORGANISATION OF
RUGBY AT SCHOOLS- FURTHER/HIGHER EDUCATION
ESTABLISHMENTS AND UNIVERSITIES.
Chair, Chris Dengate: education@kent-rugby.org
(Ashford & Whitstable RFC‘s)
Responsible for the furtherance of the game of Rugby in
Schools. HE/FE establishments and Universities in Kent.
The Sub –Committee has particular responsibility for growing
the game in these areas of Education. Eg The RFU All Schools
Initiative where clusters of non-playing Kent schools are
encouraged over a 3 year period to become Rugby Schools
which can be sustained. The Group is also involved in
encouraging competitions, training, awards and grants. In
addition much work is now being done to try and link players
to Universities from Clubs and equally as they leave universities
to match individuals to Clubs as well.

6. COMPETITIONS SUB COMMITTEE. Chair John Day:
kent-comp@kent-rugby.org (Westcombe Park RFC)
The Game Development Committee has strong links with
the Kent Rugby Competitions Committee as this aspect of
the game has high significance in influencing the numbers
of teams and clubs playing at a time when there is huge
competition for the time of potential players. The group
administers the Kent County Leagues including the Kent
1 and 2 leagues and all of the Shepherd Neame leagues for
lower sides up to Invicta 1 for all of the stronger 2nd teams.
In addition, it is now involved with our RFU RDO’s
in running the new Facebook Friendly fixture Exchange and
has responsibility along with the GDC for developing other
variations of the game including Touch Rugby, Sevens,
10’s Cross Rugby and floodlight Competitions for returning
players programmes.
This Committee also selects and manages the League
Secretaries who administer the leagues, their results,
their tables on the County Website or the RFU website
and provide the data to celebrate the Winners of these
Competitions at the Counties Annual Awards Dinner.
7. OTHER AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY.
Liaison with the Kent Referees’ Society. David Oliver, Kent
Society’s Chief Operating Officer represents the Society on
the Committee. Contact details: chiefops@kentrefs.co.uk
Mini Rugby under the Chair, David Martin from Cranbrook
RFC who reports into the Youth Rugby Committee.
Contact details: mini-rugby@kent-rugby.org
Liaison with RFU Team. Rugby Development Officers (RDO’s),
Mike Hollis- Metropolitan Kent (mikehollis@rfu.com) and
Gareth Jackson - Rural Kent (garethjackson@rfu.com), and
their team of Community Rugby Coaches (CRC’s) in Kent.
We hope that this explanation of the vast amount of work
which goes on on behalf of the game in Kent by a large
team of volunteers will help with an understanding at Club
level of what the Game Development Committee do during
the season. If you have any questions or points on this
summary of it’s work please get in touch with us through
Tracy Pettingale our administrator at
Roger
the Kent Rugby office or direct to
Clarke
those mentioned in this article.
In June we will feature the County
Club Development Committee to
showcase what it does under Chair,
Phil Mooney.
Roger Clarke- Chair KCRFU –
Executive Committee.
Contact details:
chairman@kentrugby.org
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Team LSBU selected to visit Zhuhai for
UK-China University Sports Week

Bromley RFC
– clubhouse
development
Bromley and opponents are enjoying their first season in
the comfort of the newly completed redevelopment of
clubhouse facilities.
The project has included expansion to six changing
rooms (to include segregated female facilities) and
provision for officials, all with en-suite showers and
toilets, and underfloor heating. Completely new heating
and water treatment systems have replaced the old (1953
!) boiler. The hall has also been given a much needed
face lift, providing greater opportunities for further social,
sporting and community use.

London South Bank University (LSBU) men’s rugby team
sponsored by Kent County RFU travelled to China this
July to assist in raising the profile of rugby for UK-China
University Sports Week. The team was selected as one of
only two universities, alongside Swansea University, to
represent the UK in the third ever exchange, which is an
initiative of the Federation of University Sport of China
and the British Council.
The exchange consisted of a series of friendly games with
Chinese University rugby teams, a round robin Rugby
Sevens tournament and a number of student networking
events aiming to deepen the collaboration between British
and Chinese universities through sport.
Phil Newman, Head of Sport and Recreation at LSBU’s
Academy of Sport, said LSBU was chosen to participate
after demonstrating quick growth and development in
its programme.
“Only a few years ago, our rugby programme was almost
non-existent and in a short period of time we have reached
a competitive standard nationally, and now have the
opportunity to share our knowledge in building up the sport
in China,” Mr Newman said. “The team have worked incredibly
hard over the past few years and shown great dedication, so
this opportunity is a great reward for their effort.”
Student and club president Rhys Amos said the team had
shown significant commitment this season, competing at
BUCS for the first time and representing English Universities
in Rugby Sevens.

Kent Girls Cup
The day had finally arrived…. The rain had finally
stopped, the sun was shining, despite the heavy rain
over the festive break the pitches were in remarkable
condition, however, someone had forgotten about
cancelling the 50mph biting easterly wind…
Over 200 girls from across the county descended on
to Medway RFC to participate in the 2017/18 Kent Cup.
The Under 15’s competition involved 4 teams that
were able to meet the RFU criteria in terms of squad
numbers and replacement players with the U18 age
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“The team were thrilled to be able to have the opportunity
to visit China and the exchange was a great way to end
our 2017 season, which has been our best yet,” he said.
“We had a blast while we were out there, and ensured the
5 core values of Rugby (Teamwork, Respect, Enjoyment,
Discipline and Sportsmanship) underpinned every step we
took. I believe that rugby experiences like these at grass
roots level are the lifeblood of the sport, and rugby at
university level has fantastic potential to promote positive
values and behaviour both on and off campus.”
LSBU came runners up in the Sevens tournament behind
Swansea University and in front of the number one ranked
university rugby team in China – Chinese Agricultural University.

Colin Blackham attended the opening ceremony and
lunch in April, the ribbon being cut by Lydia Greenaway,
ex of Hayes CC and member of England’s successful
squad for many seasons.
Funding of the project was raised in part by the three
clubs who share the grounds and clubhouse – Bromley
RFC, Hayes Cricket Club and Hayes Tennis Club. Success
would never have been achieved however, without the
financial support of substantial grants from Sport England,
London Marathon Charitable Trust and the England
Cricket Board, and an interest-free loan from the Rugby
Football Foundation. Funding from these bodies is highly
competitive, the whole process having involved over
4 years of effort, but has resulted in the replacement
of tired and inadequate provision with much needed
modern and fit for purpose facilities.

Rugby is a relatively new sport in China, and has been
increasingly popular among young people. The UKChina University Sports Week will attract attention from
the government, industry players, media and the general
public in China.
After the long flight home the team completed a reflective
exercise as part of the de-brief for the exchange. The
overwhelming message was simple – Rugby is more
than just a sport, it is a tool that breaks down barriers
between men and women of all ages, ethnicity, class and
background. Rugby unifies people in a unique way and for
20 young men, in 100% humidity, 9592.21 kilometres away
from home – it provided the best week of their lives.
LSBU would like to extend a special thank you to Kent RFU
and the Academy of Sport (at LSBU) for sponsoring the
trip and their continued support.

group fielding 8 teams. The rugby was as we have
come to expect from Kent Girls to a high standard
with some strong performances from all the teams
taking part, and as alluded to earlier the pitches were
remarkably firm and this gave the opportunity for some
good fast paced ball through hand rugby.
The U15’s competition was the first to wrap up with the
Sevenoaks/Tunbridge Wells cluster (the A21’s) emerging
as worthy and deserved champions with the Aylesford/
Medway cluster coming in as runners-up, both these
teams now progress to the next stages of the cup
against teams from other counties in our region with
the fixture to be played on the 14th January.

The U18’s competition culminated in a thrilling final
between the Beccehamians/Old Alleyanians cluster
and Aylesford, the game, played under the floodlights
and in front of the clubhouse on the 1st team pitch
was a well matched and hard fought spectacle with
Beccehamians/Old Alleyanians emerging as eventual
victors, as with the U15’s the top two teams progress
to the next stages of the cup where we wish them
well and keep our fingers
crossed to see one or all of
the Kent teams progress to
the Regional semi-finals
which are planned for the
11th February 2018.
Our sincere thanks must go
to Medway RFC for hosting
the event, with special
thanks to Matt Kuhn for
leading a fantastic team
of willing volunteers and
special note to the grounds
keeping team at Medway for the presentation of the
pitches, incredible playing surfaces given that the
majority of the counties pitches are under 6” of water!
– Marc Smith
Chair Kent W&G Rugby
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Bromley RFC host
warm up game for
touring Kiwi All
Blacks deaf side

Under lights on Wednesday the 1st November,
Bromley RFC were proud to host the touring Kiwi
All Blacks deaf side in a first warm up game, prior to
their three tests against their England counterparts.
Grant Payne of Bromley, who himself is deaf and
spent time in New Zealand, was instrumental in
arranging the visit.
Although well publicised locally there was uncertainty
about the likely attendance on a midweek evening,
but the teams were delighted to be playing in front of
a crowd of c.800, and fortunately both catering and
bar stood the test.
The teams were led out with a Bromley mini or junior
‘mascot’ per player, and the game preceded by the
Kiwi’s performing a customary Haka, unusual in that it
was conducted in silence! There was a good deal of
uncertainty about the strength of the All Black side and
trepidation as to the result – deaf they may be but they
were Kiwi’s. In the event however Bromley excelled
themselves in an open, free flowing and thoroughly
entertaining game, to run out eventual winners 43-17.
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Thanet Wanderers promotional
video is flying high
In addition to his full time role with the England
RFU and his many activities on and off the field
for the club, Thanet Wanderers stalwart Peter
Macaulay has been busy organising a promotional
video, Welcome to Thanet Wanderers.
Peter enrolled the assistance of Drone flyer Jack
Smith who has given freely of his time to produce
an exciting and novel view of Thanet Wanderers
from on high. The three and a half minute YouTube
video features a commentary from club ViceChairman and first team player Andrew Letts, plus a
message from Cary Wright on how he and his family
have been warmly welcomed into the Thanet club
since moving to the area three years ago.
Wanderers Director of Operations, Gerry Doyle,
facilitated access to the club for the shooting of the
video which it is hoped will attract older teenagers
and adults of any age to return to the sport or
give it a try for the first time. Training sessions are
held throughout the week and contact details are
provided on the video.

You can view the video on the club Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/thanetwanderers

The Kent U18’s Season

The match was followed by a sit down meal, and
presentations and social evening, before the visitors
left to start preparation for their 3 match series against
England, played respectively at Blackheath, Harlow and
Barking. The tourists were to lose all matches on their
tour, but on the evidence of their visit to Bromley they
were thoroughly enjoying their trip.
NZ Deaf Rugby was formed in 1991 and first toured to
Wales in 1998, winning the series 3.0. There has been
a dramatic growth in the numbers playing deaf rugby
worldwide, nations now represented include England,
Wales, France, Italy, South Africa, Australia, New
Zealand and Australia. The first deaf Super 7’s World
Cup is scheduled to be held in Sydney in April 2018

Interested in getting
involved with Kent
County RFU?
We are looking for a person to fill the role of our
Rugby Safe Manager.
In this role you will lead on making the playing of
rugby within the County as safe as possible whilst
ensuring player welfare standards are maintained at
all times.
This role may be of particular interest to those with
an interest or background in healthcare/medical
provision or those with First Aid experience.
Full details of the main tasks and responsibilities
can be found on the County website under the
'opportunities' section.
To register your interest or to find out more about this
role please contact the Kent County RFU Office using
the enquiry form on the contact page of the website.

The Kent U18’s 2017/18 season commenced with 2
assessment Sundays at Charlton Park RFC in September,
over 100 boys attended who had been nominated either
by their school or club. From the very high standard of
players on display a final squad of 30 was selected for
the forthcoming campaign.
Training sessions were held during October on a Monday
night at Medway RFC prior to the first game against Surrey.
The match was held at Canterbury RFC on the penultimate
Sunday in October, this was a challenging game for the
Kent squad of 23 players as Surrey had asked to bring an
enlarged squad of 30+ players. The Kent boys were up for
the challenge and ran out eventual winners 35-25.
On the last Sunday in October, Kent U18’s faced Eastern
Counties at Charlton Park, with London & South-East
England U18’s County Divisional assessors in attendance the
Kent boys put on a superb demonstration of free-flowing
attacking rugby scoring 38 points, some lapsed defence late
on allowed Essex to come back and score 24 points.

conditions, looking to run and pass the ball at every
opportunity. This attacking nature and some superb tackling
ensured that the Kent boys ended the season unbeaten with
a dominant 22-12 win.
From the squad of 30 boys; six players have been invited
to trial for London & South East U18’s County Divisional
team at the end of January; Bobby Bratton (Hayes School,
Tonbridge Juddians), Aaron Grandidier (St Olaves School),
Huw Sutton (Chislehurst & Sidcup GS, Old Elthamians), Joe
Watkins (Colfes School, Old Elthamians), Kai Pearce-Paul
(Ravenswood School, Beccehamians) & Marc Muhlemann
(St. Bernards School, Old Elthamians).
Congratulations to all those who have been involved
with the unbeaten Kent U18’s this season and we wish
you all the best with your future endeavours.

After a 4-week break, Kent travelled to Sudbury RFC to
face Essex. In our own 22 metre area for the first quarter
the boys showed that they had learnt from their defensive
errors in their last game and kept the Essex team at bay. Kent
eventually broke out and scored their first try, after this initial
onslaught Kent then took control of the game and ran out
eventual winners 27-7 (Essex scoring with the last play of
the game).
Onto Brighton RFC on a wet and windy Sunday afternoon
where the team faced an unbeaten Sussex U18’s team.
The Kent team stuck to their game plan in far from ideal
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RFU Pitch
Contractor Demos
The 11th October saw Maidstone Rugby host an RFU Pitch Maintenance
evening as part of the launch of the RFU Pitch Contractor Partnership
with Rigby Taylor. The evening was led by the RFU’s Twickenham Head
Groundsman, Keith Kent and was attended by representatives from
Rigby Taylor, SISIS and Ransomes.

City Rugby ‘Touches Down’
in London schools thanks
to new partnership
South London schools St Thomas the Apostle, London Nautical, Ark All Saints and Sacred Heart
will all soon have access to free, professional rugby training thanks to an innovative partnership
between Southwark Rugby and Big Yellow Self Storage, which aims to provide inner city schools
with the opportunity to play the sport across the capital.
Big Yellow will provide core funding for the programme as part of its new initiative, Big Yellow Inner
City Schools Rugby, which aspires to help schools in London that have little (or no) outdoor space
for PE. The programme will also allow schools to learn, train and compete in rugby teams against
other schools, on a proper rugby pitch.
The storage provider will supply core funding for the rugby training programme over the next 12
months - after sponsoring the senior side of the club for more than seven years.
Southwark Rugby Club has also announced the appointment of Tim Marshall, who will become its
first Community Rugby Coach for the programme. Tim has extensive school coaching experience
and is currently Hackney RFC Head Coach. He is passionate about developing the game in inner
London and keen to bring players through the Southwark youth set-up.
The rugby initiative is now gearing up to officially launch in schools around the Southwark area
mid-September.
Chris Callaway, Chair at Southwark Rugby comments:
“We need to bring rugby to the community and we need coaches on the ground and in
schools nurturing a new generation of talent. That’s exactly what this partnership does,
it’s providing young kids with the opportunity to get involved with a fantastic sport.
“Our aim is to grow the game within South London, give the club stability and encourage
local talent to take up the sport - we need to be pro-active and promote rugby within
local schools. We’re hugely excited by this initiative and enormously grateful to Big
Yellow for realising our ambitious plans."
James Gibson, CEO of Big Yellow Self Storage said:
“At Big Yellow, we recognise the importance of supporting local community projects
and have provided sponsorship to Southwark Rugby for a number of years. When they
approached us about extending the good work they to do into the local schools, we
wanted to support the initiative. Many of these children just don’t get the opportunity to
play a sport like rugby so they will benefit hugely from the training, skills and discipline
which this programme offers.”

For further information, please visit:
www.pitchero.com/clubs/southwarkrugby

Alison’s great result
Canterbury Rugby Club Secretary Alison Williams spent nearly five months in
London’s University College Hospital fighting, successfully, a rare form of cancer.
When she finally left the hospital in October last year she was determined to help the
people who did so much to aid her recovery and make life a little easier for other patients.
Alison, in her own inimitable style organised a Kick Cancer Up the Bum party at the club to
raise funds to buy equipment for the two hospital wards where she received her treatment.
Thanks to terrific support from members, players and sponsors she has raised over £4,000.
That money has been used to purchase a whole range of equipment for the two wards,
from fridges and folding beds for patients’ families to thermometers, hand cream for nurses
and basic needs like clocks and kettles. The aim was to help the wards make a difference for
their patients and their staff. Thanks to Alison’s drive and initiative the club has helped her
achieve all her aims.
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The event was well attended by club groundsmen from across Kent and
East Sussex and consisted of a keynote presentation by Keith Kent followed
by demonstrations of equipment and machinery and rounded off with an
informative Q&A session.
For Maidstone as hosts, the event provided a useful vehicle to kickstart their Ground Volunteers scheme, an initiative whose catalyst was
Crowborough RFC’s successful Friday Club. Up until a couple of years ago
there was a full time groundsman at The Mote servicing both the rugby and
cricket needs. Time has moved on and on the rugby side of things this is
now solely dealt with by volunteers.
The past year has concentrated on the acquisition & refurbishment of key
items of machinery to maintain & improve the pitches across the calendar
seasons; having now put in place the tools to do the job, this season’s
efforts have been switched to broadening the pool of volunteers to spread
the workload.
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Sheppey
RFC 125th
Anniversary
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The Kent
RFU Partner
Programme
The Kent RFU Partner Programme has been designed
to encourage businesses and organisations to become
involved with rugby at grass roots level, with the aim of
ensuring greater contact between the clubs and partners
that can add valuable business and community experience
to both parties.

On 23rd December Sheppey RFC celebrated their
125th Anniversary with a game against a Kent
President's XV at the Stupple Field ground. Watched
by a good sized crowd the match was an entertaining
affair played with great spirit and endeavour by both
sides. A total of 14 tries were scored in a match
refereed with empathy by Kent Society’s Steven
Randall.
The Kent President's XV ran out narrow winners but
the score line was incidental to the occasion. Sheppey
members past and present sat down with their guests
for an excellent pre-match luncheon washed down
by copious amounts of wine. Sheppey stalwarts Jerry
Lawson, Geoff Hyde, Lin Neal and Chairman Tony
Southgate were grateful for the effort put into the
occasion by Director of Rugby Andy Hosken. With
Aston Croall and his on and off field teams pitching in
it will be a day cherished in the memory.
The Kent President's XV was represented by a wide
range of clubs in Kent.
The Kent President's XV:
15. Z Garratt

Medway RFC

14. J Stevens

Sittingbourne RFC

13. M Olive

Whitstable RFC

12. K Parbutt

Gillingham Anchorians RFC

11. J Parr

Sittingbourne RFC

10. L Hollidge

Blackheath FC

9.

B Ridout

Aylesford Bulls RFC

1.

T Whitnell

Medway RFC

2.

D Jalink (Capt)

Aylesford Bulls RFC

3.

L Johnson

Medway RFC

4.

R McDermott

Faversham RFC

5.

D Gaunt

Sittingbourne RFC

6.

D O’Brien

Medway RFC

7.

M Barfoot

Gillingham Anchorians RFC

8.

L Garnham

Faversham RFC

16. B Cliff

Whitstable RFC

In line with the current RFU and Rugby World Cup
2015 legacy aims, the Partner Programme will deliver
a high degree of business and community acumen to
rugby in Kent and at the same time allow the Partners
the opportunity to extend their sales and marketing
opportunities to a large and varied rugby audience.
Partners are also guaranteed that there will be no other
competing businesses or organisations in the county
programme, although clubs are free to choose who they
wish to work with.
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CPG

Wooden Spoon
Partnering grass roots rugby

Complementing the current Kent RFU sponsorship
arrangements, the Partner Programme will ensure that
companies and organisations will have available to them
dedicated channels of communication to all clubs in Kent.
For more information contact:
kentrugbyoffice@therfu.com
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Good Practice and the
Spirit of the Game –
Kent Youth Committee
At its last meeting, the Kent Youth Committee
discussed good practice and the spirit of the game.
The Committee would like to express its thanks and
admiration for the work which clubs/coaches/managers
do to encourage player development and instil from the
earliest age a real appreciation of the ethos of rugby.
We know that you will understand that our overall
objective is to focus on the quality of play and the
attitudes and behaviour of all those involved which
enhance everyone’s enjoyment. Regrettably, however,
issues arise and the Committee felt that it might be
useful to ‘flag’ some of these. In general, they relate to
standard good behaviour but it is important that in rugby
we try to develop the highest standards.
The RFU has continued to develop guidance on age
grade rugby. Clubs should ensure that coaches/players/
managers understand what is required/allowed at
each age group and are familiar with the RFU Codes of
Practice. A reminder: “coaches are not allowed to train
or play contact rugby with children nor should they hold
a tackle bag or shield”.
Child protection is a key club responsibility. The club
CSO should be formally trained and the club has to take
seriously the Codes of Practice and its duties for child
protection.
Respect for referees is essential in the education and
training of players/coaches/managers and spectators.
At the same time it may be helpful for youth coaches/
managers to ensure before a match that the referee
is ‘up to speed’ with the law variations for the age
group concerned.
Referees, for their part, should recognise the need to
empathise with the age group and ensure that before

each game they make clear to players, coaches and
managers their expectations in terms of behaviour and
at the older age groups zero tolerance for foul and/or
abusive language.
Rugby is a game of self-control. We expect this from
players, officials, coaches and spectators. Match
officials will be asked to reiterate this policy at their
pre-match briefing and will adopt a policy of “Ask…Tell….
Penalise” (ATP). Before the game they will “ask” players
not to swear, then “tell” them not to do so if they do
use such language once the match commences. After
this warning they will “penalise” the next occurrence.
Aggressive use of foul or abusive language is a red
card offence.
Touchline behaviour in some games is a significant
concern. It is a club/coach/manager responsibility to
make clear to spectators, particularly parents, what
constitutes behaviour likely to bring the game into
disrepute. In extreme situations referees may feel it
necessary to intervene and ask individuals to leave the
touchline. They must be fully supported by the club and
their coaches and managers.
Red cards - Clubs are required to report all red cards
and disciplinary cases to the appropriate County officer.
They must understand and fully implement the full
procedures for red cards and disciplinary cases.
Clubs need to understand that discipline infringements
in youth rugby impact on the clubs’ application for
reaccreditation.
– Kent Youth Chair
Vacant Position: youth-rugby@kent-rugby.org
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The Kent County RFU
Volunteer Awards 2018
The nominations for the Kent RFU Volunteer
Awards 2017/2018 are now open, with a deadline
for receipt of nominations 31st March 2018.
Please note:
Nominations are via the SurveyMonkey form only:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/79CBXDQ
•	Any club member can make a nomination
•	Anyone involved in volunteering within the category
can be nominated
•	No supplementary information or photography will
be accepted

The award categories are:
1.	Kent RFU President’s Award – This will go to a club
person, an unsung hero who makes an all-round
significant contribution to the success of a club.
2.	Mini Rugby Volunteer of the Year – This award will go
to a volunteer who has been nominated by their club as
making significant contribution to the mini section of
their club.
3.	Junior Rugby Volunteer of the Year – This award will
go to a volunteer who has been nominated by their club
as making a significant contribution to the junior section
of their club.

4.	Girl’s Rugby Volunteer of the Year – This award will go
to a volunteer who has been nominated by their club
as making a significant contribution to the girl’s section
of the club (males can be nominated in this award if
contributing to the section as a volunteer).
5.	Women’s Rugby Volunteer of the Year – This award will
go to a volunteer who has been nominated by their club
as making a significant contribution to the Women’s
section of the club (males can be nominated in this
award if contributing to the section as a volunteer).
6.	Senior Rugby Volunteer of the Year – This award will
go to a volunteer who has been nominated by their
club as making a significant contribution to the Senior
section of the club.
7.	Young Rugby Ambassador of the Year – This award will
go a Young Rugby Ambassador aged 14-24, whom are
part of the RFU YRA programme, driving the core values
of Rugby within their community.
8.	Student Volunteer of the Year – This award will go
to a student volunteer who has been nominated by
their university/college/school as making a significant
contribution to Rugby.
9.	RFU Spirit of Rugby Award – This award is specific
to the educational sector and is relevant to the whole
institution, giving playing opportunities to all the
students and offering development pathways for
students in all forms of rugby.

Kent RFU Volunteer
Awards Nomination
Guidelines:
Any club member can make a nomination
In choosing the recipients of the Awards, regard
is given to the nominee’s achievements in the
Year immediately prior to receiving the award,
as well as their past achievements and ongoing
contribution to the Rugby Union within Kent.
Entries will be assessed on the quality of the
application. Therefore:
• Be specific
• What are the achievements?
• How did the nominee achieve it?
• Provide facts and figures
•	Ensure that the person nominated is involved
in volunteering within the section they are
nominated in
The number of nominations received per
nominee bears no weight in their selection.

Sevenoaks Rugby Helps
Put GB Wheelchair Rugby
on the Road to Tokyo 2020
On Saturday 4 November, Sevenoaks Rugby 1st
XV got the better of their North Kent friends
from Gravesend, chalking up a 26-9 win at
Knole Paddock. The home win puts Oaks in 6th
place in the London 1 South, but the weekend
was notable for other reasons.
Club member Roger Alwen, who was on the 2012
Olympic Advisory Board, and former RFU President
Robert Horner, also an Oaks member, had brought to
the Club’s attention the plight of GB Wheelchair Rugby
which lost all of its UK Sport funding last December.
President Michael Wooldridge and Oaks’ members Chris
Birch, Andy Nicholls and Steve Fitzmaurice decided
that Sevenoaks would take the lead and put together a
weekend of fundraising activities to support GBWR on
the road to Tokyo 2020.
And what a weekend it turned out to be!
The Club was packed for a lunchtime event where
more than 100 guests, members, supporters, family,
and friends were proud to listen in as GBWR Chief
Executive, David Pond talked about how the Oaks were
at the forefront of the rugby community in supporting
GBWR towards its goal of getting the team to the
Paralympic Games in 2020.

www.kent-rugby.org

David was followed by GB Captain Chris Ryan, who
spoke movingly about his journey from being one
of the most talented young golfers in the country to
suffering paralysis after a car accident which changed
his life but brought him to wheelchair rugby. Chris
is now the proud Captain of GBWR, which won the
European Championships in the summer.
The glorious weather on Sunday was just perfect
to showcase wheelchair rugby. The Club laid a
wooden floor on the 1st XV pitch in front of the
Bradshaw-Pearl Balcony and GB players Chris Ryan,
Johnny Coggan, and Ollie Mangion, supported by
Team Manager Lee Stutley and Head of Youth Stuart
Mclindon introduced wheelchair rugby to 100s of
Oaks' Juniors as the minis upwards took it in turns to
enjoy and watch Wheelchair Rugby first hand. It was
a hugely popular activity with all the players wanting
to get into a chair and crash into their opponents. The
GB athletes also answered questions on the sport and
on their own journeys.
The amazing occasion provided a unique opportunity
for the juniors to become aware that being disabled
does not have to mean that you cannot still strive to
be the very best at something and that with the right

mind-set, it is possible to overcome the most challenging
of circumstances.
The total of all the various fundraising initiatives across
the weekend resulted in more than £7,000 being raised
for GBWR.
David Pond commented: “The Oaks could not have done
more to make us feel part of their Club this weekend.
I am hugely grateful to everyone who has contributed
towards this amazing sum, which will be used to fund
two training camps in 2018 as part of our preparation for
the World Championships. It was fantastic to see the fun
the juniors had playing the game on Sunday and the way
they questioned and listened to the GB players – this is
community rugby at its very best."
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2015 World Cup Legacy Lives
on at World Rugby Under 20s
Championship in Georgia
The weather had improved by the
time of my next visit in March and a
considerable amount of work had
been undertaken. Most of the pitches
were looking more like beach volley
ball courts after having some hefty
tonnages of sand dressing applied.
Some were still awaiting the process
which I was assured was due to start
imminently.

When the call came from World Rugby looking for
someone to advise on pitch renovation in preparation
for the 2017 Under 20s World Rugby Championship
in Georgia, remembering the generosity and warmth
showed by the Georgian people and especially the Rugby
fraternity from a visit in 2015, I had no hesitation in
jumping at the chance.
February 2017 saw my arrival in a very snowy Tbilisi the
now capital of Georgia and my first stop was to visit the
AIA Arena in Kutaisi which is a key Rugby playing region
of Georgia. The complex has three natural turf pitches
one floodlit and a floodlit artificial grass pitch (AGP). After
studying the pitches, I found that while one training pitch
had suffered considerable over use, the second was not
too bad, but the proposed main playing pitch was dead, the
only thing green on it was clover.
The groundsmen appeared quite keen on the use of
pesticides and fungicides but it appears not always at
the application rate it says on the labels. I felt this, along
with agricultural fertilisers may have contributed to the
appearance of the pitch, though the extensive use of
Kentucky blue grass, which goes dormant in the winter was
probably a further factor.
Back in Tbilisi, the Avchala stadium complex has a natural
turf pitch with a large stand along one side, a second was
in the process of being built along the other. Here the grass
showed more sign of life and there was a lot more of it
though it was interspersed with a good deal of clover. At
least, I thought, we could use the existing roots of the grass
to anchor the new grass shoots, unlike that in Kutaisi where
we were pretty much starting from scratch.
Over the long weekend we visited nearly all the proposed
training venues, some were still building sites, all had their
problems. One which was to be the Samoa training at a
place called Martkopi and is high up in the mountains saw
the pitch covered in around eight inches of snow making
assessment difficult. The exception was the Rustavi stadium
which was probably the best pitch in Tbilisi. It was not used
for matches but it was the England training base.
Having visited all the pitches, I compiled detailed reports
on renovation works to be carried out along with the
exact amounts of Sand Seed and Fertilisers to be used and
watering regimes. These were duly translated into Georgian
and passed on to the local Groundsmen, who I am pleased
to say and judging by the results seen later in the year,
followed them to the letter. Thanks guys.

The main playing pitch at Avchala
was greening up and the sward
beginning to thicken nicely. Fertiliser
and watering programmes were being
followed, but the Kutaisi pitch still
had a long way to go. Some shoots
were showing from the roots of what
original grass was left but there was
little sign of new grass growth, which
gave me cause for concern.
While there in March I delivered an afternoon training
session covering several topics such as aeration, correct
use of fertilisers, grass seeds and watering etc. This was
duly translated into Georgian. I asked Luka my interpreter
to allow for plenty of questions as I wanted to get these
guys involved as much as possible and we also had a
quiz where correct answers saw Rugby Groundsmen
Connected polo shirts up for grabs. The session was well
attended by around 20-25 rugby groundsmen, even one
football groundsman.
Fair weather at the beginning of May saw my final inspection
visit to check whether any last-minute adjustments needed to
be made ahead of the tournament at the end of the month.
There were still one or two training pitches that were giving
cause for concern, the turf had not bedded in properly or
the irrigation systems were not working. Out of it all only two
training pitches did not make the grade and alternatives had
to be found a problem which was very efficiently resolved by
the Georgian administration. Only Kutaisi, which though it had
improved considerably was a still looking a bit bare in places.
To my delight and relief, I returned at the end of May just
before the start of the tournament to find the groundsmen in
Kutaisi had worked their magic. The pitch was a good colour
with a good thick sward of grass. However, back in Tbilisi
another problem was developing in the form of Mole Cricket
infestation. No-one in the UK seems to know much about
these creatures with Mole type front feet for digging. All the
insecticides that were used have been banned in Europe to
protect Bees. Ecological solutions like parasitic wasps are
difficult to administer so the only solution was to make life
difficult for them. Aeration and Fertiliser, we
had to try to keep the roots growing faster
than these beasties could eat them. It worked
by the time of the first kick-off the root
system had stabilised though I suggest it may
also be that the insects had grown developed
wings and moved on.

Both of us worked with the local groundsmen who were
mostly elderly guys and very set in their ways. Convincing
them to use things like spray markers instead of painting
the lines by hand met with varied degrees of resistance and
success. Martin fared better than I did on this one. It was
pleasing to see that at both complexes the grounds guys
had managed to stripe the grass on the pitches. This was
no mean feat and again took a long time as they only had
one cylinder mower at each ground unlike Twickenham
where five mowers are employed to cut a 5meter stripe in
one hit. Martin tells me it could take as much as 12 hours to
cut the Kutaisi pitch two ways.
There is an amazing amount of work to be done to make
sure everything goes just right for the teams, so it was great
that Tournament Director Simon Kibble of World Rugby
and Georgia Rugby Operations Director Lasha Khurtsidze
took time out to say thanks to the grounds teams and how
pleased and relieved they were at the way the pitches had
eventually turned out.
It was an amazing experience and learning curve for me
and I think for Martin too. It is often said many people,
players, spectators, commentators don’t see, or care,
what goes into preparing a pitch and few comment until
something goes wrong. But I guess that’s sport, we all
need organisers, coaches, referees and of course players
and often nobody notices them until things go wrong.
Not much went wrong and that which did was quickly and
efficiently sorted out on all fronts.
Thanks, must go to Twickenham Head Groundsman Keith
Kent for putting my name in the frame. World Rugby
originally wanted him for the job. To the RFU and Jo Martin,
Kent Rugby and Mick O’Reilly, World Rugby, Georgia Rugby,
Giorgi Jigauri, Luka Khimsiashvilli and his mum for the loan
of her Car, and not least the Georgian groundsmen who
took on all I asked them to do and did Georgia proud. Oh,
and my mate Ray Smith who looked after my pitches while I
was away. Thanks for all your support. To everyone else that
was involved and who I may have not included, Thank you.
The good news is Georgia wants us back, both on the
education front and on improving the products that they
use for their pitches. There is I hope also an opening for
some of their young English speaking guys to come to
England to attend training courses, maybe even take on
some on line learning and take it back to Georgia and teach
their guys. And, so, I hope the Legacy of the 2015 World
Cup in England continues.
Colin Wooster
Charlton Park RFC Head Groundsman

And so finally to the tournament.
Judgement day.
On the May 29th Martin Maytum, another
Volunteer Pitch Advisor, and I flew into to
Georgia. Martin to look after the Kutaisi
complex for the pool stage of the tournament,
while I took on the two pool Avchala stadium.
Martin moved up to Tbilisi to join me once the
pool stages were over.
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Around the Kent Clubs –
a Mid-Season Summary
English Clubs Championship
National 1: At this point last season the promotion battle
had been described as a ‘one horse race’ and in many ways
this season looks like it’s going the same way as Coventry
hold a 13-point advantage at the top and look favourites
to return to the Championship after an 8 year absence.
At this point last season Blackheath sat in fifth spot and
find themselves in the same position this time around;
they could however have been third, had it not have been
for the county’s other interest in the division, as newly
promoted Old Elthamians knocked them off their stride
in the last fixture of the year. Over recent seasons we are
used to seeing Blackheath on the top half of the table,
but Old Elthamians who, after losses on the opening two
weekends are also going well, sit in seventh place at the
campaign mid-point. At the bottom of the table Fylde and
O Albanians have struggled all season and currently look
favourites for two of the relegation places, but the last of
the drop zone positions could still see any team from 10th
downwards dragged into the battle.
National 2(South): The promotion battle here looks to
have been narrowed down to a battle between Chinnor
and Cinderford and in fact the top half of the table doesn’t
look too dissimilar to the last campaign. After an opening
day loss Canterbury hit the half-way point in seventh spot
with promoted Tonbridge Juddian currently in tenth place.
At the bottom end of the table Wimbledon, who were
promoted alongside TJs via the playoff, anchor the division
and look destined for the drop along with Broadstreet and
possibly Redcliffians, although there is still a long way to
go and the SW London club posted their first win in the
division with the last match of 2017.
London & SE Premier: It been quite a while since Kent had
three representatives at Level 5, and in a retitled division
this season the mid-point sees mixed fortunes for the
county’s clubs. Westcombe Pk, who after finishing fourth
last time round might have been expected to be one of the
main challengers, but got off to a nightmare start and it
wasn’t until October that they posted their first win. At the
mid-point they find themselves in the relegation zone and
some 9-points from safety. For the newly promoted Sidcup
and Tunbridge Wells it’s been a mixed bag but both are
more than holding their own and sit comfortably in midtable with Tunbridge Wells seventh and Sidcup in ninth.

London 1 (South): After convincingly winning London 2
(SE) last season, Medway have powered on and provided
they maintain their form look favourites for at least a
promotion playoff if not the league title. CS Rugby and
Chichester remain hard on their heels as both look for a
return to Level 5 rugby. For the county’s other clubs it’s
not so pleasant reading, Sevenoaks sit in mid-table, but
Maidstone, Gravesend and Colfeians currently occupy the
relegation places and have some serious work to do in
order to bridge the gap to safety.
London 2(South East): After finishing third in the table last
season the halfway stage sees Dartfordians 9-points clear
at the top of the table with Sussex based Hove their nearest
challenger. Charlton Park sit in third spot with a bit of
ground to make up if they are to challenge for the playoff
place, whilst Beckenham are enjoying a disappointing
season if they want to improve on last season’s fifth place.
After relegation last season Dover sit comfortably in mid
table whilst for a second consecutive season Deal &
Betteshanger find themselves in the lower half of the table
and flirting with the edge of the drop zone. At the foot of
the table Barking’s tumble down the divisions continues
and relegation looks a certainty for them with Sussex club
Pulborough looking likely to join them and drop back down
to London 3 after just one season.
London 3(South East): In a division dominated by Kent
clubs, who provide eight of the twelve competitors it’s no
surprise to find the top echelon of the division dominated
by the county’s clubs, with only Lewes breaking to the
top six. After staving off relegation last season Aylesford
lead the way at the halfway point this time around, with
Thanet Wdrs just behind them. The east Kent side will be
looking to avoid a repeat of the mid-season wobble of
the last campaign which ultimately cost them the chance
of promotion. Dunstonians were another side that just
avoided the drop last time around and after a shaky start
to the season they now sit third, with Bromley in fourth
spot after their campaign has somewhat wilted since their
early season charge. O Williamsonians in their first season
at this level sit just inside the top half of the division. The
bottom half of the table sees the early season promise
of Hastings & Bexhill having fallen away and Folkestone’s

inconsistency sees them uncomfortably placed. It is Park
House and Sheppey that have work to do, in particular
Sheppey who along with basement club Crawley look all
but destined to go down, whilst Park House have a seven
point margin to bridge and achieve safety.
Shepherd Neame Kent 1: Having been one of the
leading promotion contenders in the last campaign,
Beccehamians have continued the momentum and
currently sit a massive 17-points clear at the top of the
table. Cranbrook sit in second place alongside King
College Hospital, although the Wealden club may be
kicking itself over some inconsistent results that could
have seen it in closer contention. The same could be
said for Anchorians and Vigo who sit another couple of
points behind with Ashford on their tails after recovering
well from what was a shaky start to the season after a
big opening day win. In a division that is clearly divided
into two halves, the top half look all but safe, whilst the
opposite can be said for the bottom sector; Sittingbourne
and HSBC occupy the relegation places at the halfway
stage, but in reality only three points covers the bottom
six clubs, and there will no doubt be a constant reshuffling
of the placings as the season progresses as Southwark,
O Gravesendians, New Ash Green and RBS are all likely to
endure a nervous period.
Shepherd Neame Kent 2: At what is probably the more
Corinthian level of the game Brockleians currently lead the
charge at the top of the table, with Whitstable hot on their
heels and Foots Cray a small gap behind in what now looks
a three way battle with Lordswood’s challenge seemingly
fading. At the bottom of the table Snowdown CW currently
prop up the county’s clubs although both Askean and
Greenwich are by no means yet out of reach.

RFU Cup Competitions:
Intermediate Cup: The competition saw only three of the
county’s five eligible clubs enter with Beckenham falling
to a narrow defeat in the opening round to last season’s
RFU Senior Vase champions, Farnham. Last season’s
national finalists Charlton Pk got through the opening day
against O Reigatians and then received a walkover in the
second round as Twickenham withdrew. Dover received a
bye in the first round but fell to home defeat at the hands
of Camberley leaving only Charlton Pk as the county’s
representatives where they will host Farnham at the
regional quarter-final stage.
Senior Vase: Both Aylesford and Bromley remain in the
competition with 3rd round matches at Thetford and
Trojans respectively. Of the other county clubs, only O
Williamsonians fell at the first hurdle, whilst Dunstonians,
Sheppey and Thanet Wdrs exited in the 2nd round with
the east Kent side going out to Bromley in the only all
Kent fixture.
Junior Vase: The opening round of this competition
disappointingly saw a string of walkovers with both Askean
and Dartford Valley two of the thirteen clubs unable to fulfil
their fixture. O Gravesendians and Dartford valley also fell
at this hurdle, leaving just the clubs that had received byes
to progress to the 2nd round. Another string of walkovers
saw Cranbrook benefit, whilst Brockleians and Whitstable
withdrew. Ashford squeezed past their opposition but
Anchorians and Sittingbourne both exited at this point.
Due to the amount of entrants, an additional round is
required in the Junior Vase and both Ashford and Cranbrook
progressed to the regional quarter-final stage, whilst a
competition rules infringement saw Anchorians reinstated
and they will play their 3rd round match in January.
– Bob Hayton
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